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1 Which is the latest version of PHP



2 Define PHP



3 Who is the father of PHP



4 What is the current version of Apache



5 What is difference between unset and unlink.



6 What is the difference between array_merge and array_combine



7 What is the difference between session and cookies



8 How we declare cookies and how we expire it



9 What is use of var_dump



10 What is str_replace()



11 What is the difference between include() and require()



12 What is final class



13 What is difference between abstract class and interface classes



14 What is difference between echo() and print()



15 What is the difference between PHP4 and PHP5



16 How many types of errors in PHP



17 Why do we use ob_start()



18 What is a .htacces file



19 Is PHP an interpreted language or compiler language



20 What is the difference between compiler language and interpreted language



21 What are web services in PHP



22 What is static methods and properties in PHP



23 What is static methods and properties in PHP



24 What is type hinting in PHP



25 Is multiple inheritance supported in PHP



26 How can we define constants in PHP



27 How can we change the time zones using PHP



28 How to read the contents of a file in PHP



29 How to read a file character by character



30 Define PHP filter



31 Which function is used to remove HTML tags from data



32 Why we use func_num_args() function in PHP



33 Why we use nl2br()



34 What is ajax and how it is useful to us



35 What is differnce between HTML and XHTML



36 What is the reason behind selecting LAMP for web development



37 How to execute PHP through command line Interface



38 What are magic methods in PHP.



39 What is the difference between GET and POST methods



40 What are access control modifiers in php



41 What is difference between public, private and protected in php



42 How can we get all the properties of browser in PHP



43 How to get difference between two dates



44 How to get the names of all included and required files for a particular page in PHP



45 What is end function in PHP



46 How to get the number of elements in an array



47 Why we use strpos in PHP



48 How can we destroy a session in PHP



49 What is the syntax to send a mail in PHP



50 What is ternary operator in PHP



51 How many types of ready states in ajax



52 Why we use array_flip



53 What is difference between single quotes and double quotes in php



54 How can we resolve maximum allocation time exceeds error



55 How can we get the first element of an array in php



56 What is difference between strstr and stristr.



57 What is output of this code:



58 What will be the output of following.
function changevalue(&$y)
{
$y = $y + 5;
}
$num = 8;
changevalue($num);
echo $num;



59 How to find first array elements which are missing in second array.



60 what is headers already sent error , why we encounter this and how it can be resolved?



61 Why we use extract() in PHP ?



62 What will be the output ?
$num =10;
function multiply()
{ $num =$num *10; }
multiply();
echo $num;



63 Why we use list() function in PHP ?



64 What is use of $this in PHP Classes



65 What is PHP sessions default timeout.



66 What is autoloading classes in PHP



67 How to refresh a page using HTML



68 How would you find the number of repeated characters in a given string "abcabcxyz"



69 How would you separate numbers and character from a given string "68vfdksh90930hkjnvkj93890" .



70 How to get the extesnion of a file in PHP



71 What is difference between var_dump and print_r
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